
Waiting for the school bus on the 
first day of school

Playing baseball 
with friends

Playing soccer 
at the park

WONDER
Level 2, Unit 3
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UNIT 3
WONDER About School and Sports
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Power Words

WONDER
Level 2, Unit 3

29

ELA Standard: Interpret information from diagrams, charts, and graphs.
ELD Standard: Describe ideas, phenomena, and informational text elements in greater detail.
CCSS: Know and use various text features (e.g., charts) to locate key facts.   © Ventriglia 2013

bus schedule, *crosses, *crossing, crosswalk, *guard, *safe, arrive, *posted, 
*lists, A.M., P.M., *permits

WONDER About the School Bus Schedule
Interpreting Information from Charts

 X Read the school bus schedule.
 X Ask and answer the questions with a partner.

1 Maria rides the school bus every morning. She crosses the street to 
catch the bus on the corner of Oak Street and Park Street. A crossing 
guard permits her to cross the street when it is safe. The cars stop at the 
crosswalk because they see the sign that says “School Bus Crossing.”

2 The bus driver picks up Maria at the third bus stop at 8:30 A.M. 
The bus driver follows a bus schedule. The posted bus schedule lists the 
times children will be picked up at each bus stop. It also tells the time 
that the bus will arrive at the school. 

The School Bus Schedule

Maple Street

Pine Street

Oak Street

Walnut Avenue

Marshall School

8:00 A.M.

8:10 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

8:50 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

1. Where does the bus stop first?
 � Maple Street 
 � Oak Street 
 � Marshall School 
 � Walnut Avenue 

2. What time does the bus stop at 
    Oak Street? 

 � 8:00 P.M. 
 � 9:00 A.M. 
 � 8:50 P.M.
 � 8:30 A.M.

3. Paragraph 1 tells mainly
 � about the last bus stop.
 � about how the bus driver follows a 
schedule.

 � about how Maria crosses the street 
with a crossing guard.

 � about when the bus arrives at 
Marshall School.

4. What time do the children arrive at 
school?

 � 8:50 A.M.
 � 9:00 A.M.
 � 8:00 A.M.
 � 8:30 A.M.

SCHOOL 
BUS

CROSSING
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WONDER
Level 2, Unit 10
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UNIT 10
WONDER About Maps, Local, State and National: 

The Continent of North America
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WONDER
Level 2, Unit 10
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Power Words

WONDER About Aunt Carla’s and Uncle Jose’s Trip to Asia
Identifying Prefixes

3 A prefix is one or more letters added to the beginning of a base word.
3 A prefix changes the meaning of a base word.

 X Add the prefix to each word on the chart.
 X Write the meaning of the word with the prefix.
 X Write the correct word with the prefix in each sentence. 

preplanned, prepaid, *preview, misplaced, mismatched, misread, *tickets, 
hotels, meals, passport

ELA Standard: Know the meaning of simple prefixes and suffixes.
ELD Standard: Use frequently used verbs and verb types. Know the meaning of prefixes and suffixes.
CCSS: Determine the meaning of the new word formed when a known prefix is added to a known word. © Ventriglia  2013

ExamplesMeaningPrefix

Meaning SentenceAdd the prefix pre-

(wrongly placed)
(wrongly matched)
(wrongly read)

pre- before
preplanned       (plan before)
prepaid             (pay before)
preview             (view before)

mis- not
wrongly

misplaced
mismatched
misread

planned

_____planned

Aunt Carla and Uncle Jose _______________ 
their vacation to the continent of Asia by 
reading about the countries they wanted to visit.

paid

______paid

Aunt Carla and Uncle Jose ___________ their 
airline tickets and the cost of the hotels. Their 
meals on the trip were the only trip cost that 
was not _____________.

Add the prefix mis-

placed

____placed

Uncle Jose _______________ his passport.  He 
had to get his passport replaced before he 
could leave for Asia.

matched

_____matched

Aunt Carla and Uncle Jose had suitcases 
that did not look alike. The suitcases 
were________________.


